
■ Specification of advertisement submission for video and rich banner
・As to Entrance Ad, please note that some of the material sizes are different depending on the media.
・Please contact your sales representatives for further details or enquiries.

■［Nikkei Business］Specification of Entrance Ad material
Key customized functions
Size of Ad ①Head banner : W1000×H80 pixels

②③Side banner : W145×H600 pixels
④Rectangle: W300×H250 pixels

Format HTML5
　※ Infinite loop acceptable, max. 60 seconds for streaming
　※Please contact us for the details on below formats.
　　・Video
　　・Image

Guideline of HTML5 advertisement submission
Submission material One HTML file, a set of other file (image, Javascript, CSS, etc.)
Format File format that can be transmitted by HTML5

.html/.css/.js/.gif/.png/.jpg/.svg/.mp4
※ If video file is included, please submit encoded file in mp4 format
following the specification of videos.
For file names of advertisement submission, please use single-byte
alphanumeric characters and symbols (hyphen, underscore), not using
double-byte characters.

Capacity Total capacity of all files: up to 2MB
Report link ① Please read the following script within head

<script type="text/javascript" src="https://gcmast-
cdn.goldspotmedia.com/libs/creative-api/1.3.0/creative-api-
min.js"></script>

② Please execute the following function at the timing of URL transition

gsm.api.tracker.redirect('NAME', 'URL');
※ NAME can register any text strings.
※ URL can be configured arbitrarily.

External reference External reference other than the above is prohibited.

Matters to be noted
・HTML5 advertisement is transmitted in iFrame tag created by the ad
server.
・Depending on the content of JavaScript and what browser supports,
it may not function as expected.
・Advertisement expanding beyond ad area can not be delivered.

Matters prohibited Up to 30 fps ※ 24fps is recommended

Guideline of video asset  within HTML5  advertisement submission
Format MP4
Capacity Up to 1MB
Size Arbitrary
The number of seconds Arbitrary
Sounds Up to 128kbps / up to 44.1KHz
Video bit rate Up to 5 Mbps
Frame rate Up to 30 fps ※ 24fps is recommended

Guideline of URL for
advertisement submission

Please submit URL up to  255 single-byte characters



■ [Nikkei xTECH］Specification of Entrance Ad material
Key customized functions
Size of Ad ①Head banner : W1004×H80 pixels

②③Side banner : W145×H600 pixels
④Rectangle: W300×H250 pixels

Format HTML5
　※Accepts infinite loop, max. 60 seconds for streaming
　※Please contact us for the details on below formats.
　　・Video
　　・Image

Guideline of HTML5 advertisement submission
Submission material One HTML file, a set of other file (image, Javascript, CSS, etc.)
Format File format that can be transmitted by HTML5

.html/.css/.js/.gif/.png/.jpg/.svg/.mp4
※ If video file is included, please submit encoded file in mp4 format
following the specification of videos.
For file names of advertisement submission, please use single-byte
alphanumeric characters and symbols (hyphen, underscore), not using
double-byte characters.

Capacity Total capacity of all files: up to 2MB
Report link ① Please read the following script within head

<script type="text/javascript" src="https://gcmast-
cdn.goldspotmedia.com/libs/creative-api/1.3.0/creative-api-
min.js"></script>

② Please execute the following function at the timing of URL transition

gsm.api.tracker.redirect('NAME', 'URL');
※ NAME can register any text strings.
※ URL can be configured arbitrarily.

External reference External reference other than the above is prohibited.

Matters to be noted
・HTML5 advertisement is transmitted in iFrame tag created by the ad
server.
・Depending on the content of JavaScript and what browser supports,
it may not function as expected.
・Advertisement expanding beyond ad area can not be delivered.

Matters prohibited Up to 30 fps ※ 24fps is recommended

Guideline of video asset  within HTML5  advertisement submission
Format MP4
Capacity Up to 1MB
Size Arbitrary
The number of seconds Arbitrary
Sounds Up to 128kbps / up to 44.1KHz
Video bit rate Up to 5 Mbps
Frame rate Up to 30 fps ※ 24fps is recommended

Guideline of URL for
advertisement submission

Please submit URL up to  255 single-byte characters



■Specification of Pushdown material

When expanded
Video

Format MP4, MOV, WEBM, OGV,HTML5

Size
Up to 1920×1080px (16:9)
　※ Delivers in the optimal size resized for ad size (970x250 or
970x400)

The number of seconds Up to 30 seconds

Image
Format PNG, JPEG, GIF

Size
970 x 400px(Capacity : up to 100KB), or 970x250(Capacity: up
to 100KB）

When collapsed
Image

Format PNG, JPEG, GIF,HTML5
Size 970 x 90px (Capacity: up to 100KB）

General
URL spec.

Up to 255 single-byte characters



■Specification of Billboard video material

When expanded
Video

Format MP4, MOV, WEBM, OGV,HTML5

Size
UP to 1920×1080px (16:9)
　※ Delivers in the optimal size resized for ad size (970x250, or
970x400)

The number of seconds Up to 30 seconds

Close button It is required. If there is no button in the material, we will add it.

Image
Format PNG, JPEG, GIF

Size
970 x 400px(Capacity: up to 100KB), or 970x250(Capacity: up to
100KB)

Close button It is required. If there is no button in the material, we will add it.

General
URL spec.

Up to 255 single-byte characters



■Specification of In-read material

When expanded
Video

Format MP4, MOV, WEBM, OGV,HTML5

Size
Up to 1920×1080px (16:9)
　※ Delivers in the optimal size resized for ad size (970x250 or
970x400)

Capacity Up to 10MB

The number of seconds Up to 30 seconds

General
URL spec.

Up to 255 single-byte characters
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